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Management of Variability
in Space ...
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Management of Variability
in Space ... and Time
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Distributed and Collaborative Single-Product Development

public class Graph {

List<Node> getNodes()

{ ... }

List<Edge> getEdges()

{ ... }

}

public class Graph {

List<Node> getNodes(String l)

{ ... }

List<Edge> getEdges()

{ ... }

}

T: Timo

public class Graph {

List<Node> getNodes()

{ ... }

List<Edge> getEdges(double w)

{ ... }

}

A: Anna

⇒ Conflicts may arise, VCS with many strategies to resolve them
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Distributed and Collaborative Multi-Variants Development

public class Graph {

List<Node> getNodes()

{ ... }

List<Edge> getEdges()

{ ... }

}

public class Graph {

List<Node> getNodes()

{ ... }

// #IFDEF Edges

List<Edge> getEdges(double w)

{ ... }

// #ENDIF

}

T: Timo

public class Graph {

List<Node> getNodes()

{ ... }

// #IFDEF Weighted

List<Edge> getEdges(double w)

{ ... }

// #ENDIF

}

A: Anna
resolution??

⇒ do not always occur, may involve different semantics, ...
⇒ more expensive to handle
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Merging Variability-Intensive
Software

Conceptually

1) Matching

2) Conflict detection (and classification)

3) Conflict resolution
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Theoretic Merge Scenarios

single-product development

three-way merging
unstructured vs. semi-structured vs.
structured

→ mostly well-studied (theoretically and in
practice)

variability-intensive software development

syntactic conflict vs. ‘semantic’ conflict?
what kind of semantics:
Boolean expressions or with feature model?
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Merging Variability-Intensive
Software

In Practice?
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RQ1 How prevalent are merge conflicts in real-world variability-intensive software?

RQ2 Are there tendencies in solving the merge conflicts?

⇒ Can we find patterns and automated resolutions?

⇒ reduced burden for developers, higher automation, less errors
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Experiment
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Method

Behavior:

1) clone C/C++ repos from GitHub

2) iterate commit history

3) for each merge:

check if the conflicting chunks contain an #if or #define

Counted numbers of:

commits
merges (with & without variability)
conflicting files and
conflicting chunks
chunks not taken at least one from parent

not considered:

variable source code (without annotation)
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Setup

analysis of 40 preprocessor-based projects
[Liebig’10]

skip those without any conflict involving
variability (total: 22)
e.g.,

Berkley DB (only 7 public commits)

Apache HTTP

...

https://dl.acm.org/doi/10.1145/1806799.1806819
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Results
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RQ1: Prevalence

How prevalent are merge conflicts in real-world variability-intensive software?

Not frequent in most of the projects
but in certain ones, very prominent (e.g., free-bsd)
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RQ2: Tendencies

Are there tendencies in solving the merge conflicts?

mostly at least one chunk in resolution stems from parents

unclear: how many chunks are taken over
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Discussion
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Discussion

Points to consider

open-source vs closed-source projects

developing practices and guidelines, e.g.,

public branch will be synchronized only with stable updates

Future Work

check in detail where the resolution comes from?

analyze non-C++ repositories

influence of user or development habits?

study of closed-source projects

⇒ derive automated merge resolutions for variability conflicts
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